INTRODUCTION
As pointed out in recent papers,1,2) dyeing industries have been changed their form from labor intensive one to capital intensive one. And besides, recent remarkable developments of electronic computer system will force them to introduce "mechatronic devices" and computer control of production.
To realize such a metamorphosis smoothly, much more investigations should be given on the phenomena in each process unit from the view points of dyeing engineering to obtain data of design and operation conditions.
In the previous paper, a simulation model was offered and several fundamental considerations were given on the dyeing behavior of rope fabrics for a polyethyleneterephthalate(PET)-disperse dye system.3) From the analysis, several important suggestions were derived to prevent unlevel dyeing of rope fabrics.
In this paper, effects of some model parameters and operation conditions are investigated.
It might be possible to some extent to determine design and operation conditions from these considerations rationally, not empirically. 
Fig. 2 Effect of duration of temperature unlevelness
In this model, it is assumed that after the dye bath temperature reaches the upper limit, no temperature unlevelness occurs in the fabrics. Then, after the time, dyeing can be considered in the stage of recovery to level dyeing, namely, it is desirable to suppress the motion of the fabrics or dye liquor flow to obtain level dyeing.
Stage of generation of unlevel dyeing
In a dyeing unit, the fabrics and the dye liquor are forced to move vigorously, and as a result, low temperature spots appear in the fabrics at a certain rate (Eq.
(2)). The spots are never kept in the constant state to the end point. Statistically, they contact with bulk solution gradually, and the temperature of which goes back to the standard one (Eq. (3)). If the value u can be set by three times, % increases by ten times. And according to Eq. (5), degree of dyeing levelness would decrease by about one-tenth, Thus, to express the parameter 6 quantitatively relating to operation conditions is essential not only for preventing unlevel dyeing but also for energy saving.
Effect of initial and endpoint temperature
In all cases considered in this paper, temperature profiles are as follows: First, 30 minutes dyeing under a certain initial temperature To, then 30 minutes linear temperature rising to a certain endpoint temperature Tf, finally 60 minutes dyeing under Tf. Hence, change of To or Tf results in change of temperature rising rate. From Fig. 6 , effects of T0 on N can be seen under the conditions of constant Tf.
Fig. 6 Effect of initial temperature
The lower Tf is better for level dyeing, but under lower Tf, the longer dyeing time is needed.
Then, there should be an optimal endpoint temperature Tf from the view point of practical operation.
Meanwhile, under higher initial temperature conditions, degree of dyeing levelness does not fall for higher Tf. Though as mentioned in 2.2, elementary processes of initial stage of dyeing should be investigated and the energy consumption for such an operation should be taken into account, higher temperature-short time dyeing after careful preparation of rope fabrics and dye bath would be effective for level dyeing. 2.5 Effect of temperature rising rate dTfdt Here, let's consider the effects of temperature rising rate, which is often used as a measure of level dyeing, on the final number of unlevel dyeing speck N.
N is expressed by the following equation: However, as pointed out by themselves, the concept was offered only as an approximate guide to establish level dyeing and the basic reason why level dyeing can be obtained by linear exhaustion has not been elucidated so far. Besides, some modifications should be given for rope fabrics since the concept is mainly for fixed fiber loads.
The dyeing behavior of rope fabrics must be investigated taking two rate, namely dyeing rate and rate of fabric motion, into account.
The simulation model developed by the author seems one of the most actual solutions to the problems.
2) Fundamentally, in the model, unlevel temperature spots are assumed to appear only at a temperature rising stage of dyebath and low temperature unlevelness are kept constant for a certain period. These assumptions are not intrinsic. If a suitable temperature unlevelness is defined, any temperature unlevel spots at any stages of a dyeing process can be followed quantitatively. Unlevel dyeing spots will occur also at a temperature falling stage, and sometimes a certain part of the fabrics is not dipped in the dyebath. Hence, the rate of generation of unlevel temperature spots are desirable to be expressed in such a form that those mechanisms mentioned above are included.
Eq.
(2) is one of the forms which fulfil the requirements, and can correspond to various generation mechanisms of temperature unlevelness.
CONCLUSION
The simulation model of rope dyeing assuming that unlevel dyeing is due to entanglement of the fabrics is investigated in more detail, and following conclusions are obtained: 
